
Key Information Document ('KID')

Purpose
This document provides you with key information about this investment product. It is not marketing material. The information is required by law to help you 
understand the nature, risks, costs, potential gains and losses of this product and to help you compare it with other products.

Product
Name of Fund: Dynamic Diversified Fund
Fund code: MAAC
Manufacturer name: Legal and General Assurance (Pensions Management) 
Limited, part of the Legal & General Group

Website: https://www.fundcentres.lgim.com/
Telephone: +44 (0) 203 124 3277
Regulator: Prudential Regulation Authority / Financial Conduct Authority
Production date: 2022-12-30

What is this product?
Type: This investment fund is a unit-linked Fund within a life insurance company authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by

the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.

Term: There is no fixed maturity date.

Objectives: The fund aims to deliver total return, which is a combination of capital growth and income.The fund follows an outcome-oriented strategy 
based on achieving a target long-term rate of return. The long-term expected annualised rate of return for this Fund is the Bank of England 
Base Rate +4.5% per annum, over a full market cycle (gross of fees).The fund seeks to achieve its objective by investing in a diversified range 
of asset classes, as well as by dynamically managing the fund's exposures in light of the investment outlook. The fund provides exposure to a 
range of different asset classes that may include equities (i.e. company shares), bonds (i.e. debt issued by governments and companies), 
property, commodities and listed infrastructure, private equity and global real estate companies (i.e. shares in companies involved in these 
activities). This exposure will be achieved through investing in a combination of passively and actively managed funds, as well as direct 
securities. Each of the underlying funds has its own objective and benchmark. The fund may also hold derivatives (contracts which have a 
value linked to the price of another asset) such as futures for efficient portfolio management i.e. to reduce risk or cost, or to generate 
additional income with acceptably low level of risk. The fund invests in UK and overseas assets in a combination which, including the use of 
currency hedging (a tool employed to protect against exchange rate movements between other currencies and sterling) if required, aims to 
achieve the right balance for a UK-based long-term investor. Income from investments will be reinvested into the fund.

Intended  retail  
investor:

The trustees of certain non-UK registered defined benefit occupational pension schemes, which may be classified as either retail clients or 
professional clients.

What is the risk and what could I get in return?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Typically Lower rewards Typically higher rewards

Lower Risk Higher Risk

The risk indicator assumes you keep the product for 5 year(s). 
The actual risk can vary significantly if you cash in at an early 
stage and you may get back less.
You may not be able to sell your product easily or you may have 
to sell at a price that significantly impacts on how much you get 
back.

The summary  risk indicator is a guide to the level of risk of this product 
compared to  other products. It shows how likely it is that the product will 
lose money  because of movements in the markets or because we are not 
able to pay you.

We  have  classified  this  product  as  class  3 out  of  7,  which  is  a  
medium-low risk class.

This  product  does  not  include  any  protection  from  future  market  
performance so you could lose some or all of your investment.

The value of the fund may be affected by risks not in the SRI: failure of a counterparty, custodian or issuer; derivative use; inability to sell holdings; trends in 
interest rates/inflation.



Investment Performance information
The fund provides exposure to a range of different asset classes that may include equities (i.e. company shares), bonds (i.e. debt issued by governments and 
companies),  property, commodities and listed infrastructure, private equity and global real estate companies (i.e. shares in companies involved in these 
activities). As such, the return of the fund is directly related the returns experienced by each of these asset classes which will be impacted by some of the 
economic and political elements detailed below as well as other factors. The value of a fund’s assets may be affected by uncertainties such as international 
political developments, market sentiment, economic conditions, changes in government policies, restrictions on foreign investment and currency repatriation, 
currency fluctuations and other developments in the laws and regulations of countries in which investment may be made.

The Fund does not aim to closely track a benchmark, instead it sets out long-term risk and return objectives. The long-term performance target for the fund is 
the Bank of England Base Rate +4.5% per annum, over a full market cycle. The Fund aims to maintain a risk level of less-than two-thirds of the volatility of a 
global developed equity portfolio, over the long term. There is no guarantee that any performance objective will be achieved.

What could affect my return positively?

There are many different drivers of the Fund's return, however higher equity markets and/or higher returns on fixed income assets would typically be expected
to result in a higher fund returns. The diversified nature of the Fund means that it is expected to have less exposure than a pure equity fund to positive equity 
market  conditions.  Conditions  where  stronger  equity  market  returns  coincide  with  strong returns  on the  Fund's  alternative  and fixed income holdings  
(developed goverment, corporate and emerging market debt),  are more likely to result  in positive returns on the Fund. The Fund may have underlying 
investments that are valued in currencies that are different from pound sterling. A lower value of pound sterling versus other currencies will increase returns, 
everything else equal. The fund's exposure to market risks will vary over time depending on our team's long and short term views.

What could affect my return negatively?

There are many different drivers of the Fund's return, however lower equity market and/or lower returns on fixed income assets would typically be expected to
result in a lower fund returns.The diversified nature of the Fund means that it is expected to have less exposure than a pure equity fund to adverse equity 
market  conditions.  Conditions  where  weaker  equity  market  returns  coincide  with  weaker  returns  on  the  Fund's  alternative  and fixed  income holdings  
(developed goverment, corporate and emerging market debt), are more likely to result in negative returns on the Fund. A higher value of pound sterling versus 
other currencies will reduce returns, everything else equal. The fund's exposure to market risks will vary over time depending on our team's long and short 
term views.

In extreme market conditions it may be difficult to realise assets held for a fund and it may not be possible to redeem units at short notice. We may have to 
delay acting on your instructions to sell or the price at which you cancel the units may be lower than you anticipated.

What happens if Legal and General Assurance (Pensions Management) Limited is unable to pay out?
If Legal and General Assurance (Pensions Management) Limited defaults, investors in the Fund would not face any financial losses. However, the value of an 
investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up, you may not get back the amount you originally invested. The fund 
is not covered by an investor compensation scheme.

What are the costs?
The Reduction in Yield (RIY) shows what impact the total costs you pay will have on the investment return you might get. The total costs take into account 
one-off, ongoing and incidental costs.

The amounts shown here are the cumulative costs of the product itself, for three different holding periods. They include potential early exit penalties.  The 
figures assume you invest 10,000.00 GBP.  The figures are estimates and may change in the future.

Costs over time

The tables show the amounts that are taken from your investment to cover different types of costs. These amounts depend on how much you invest, how long 
you hold the product . The amounts shown here are illustrations based on an example investment amount and different possible investment periods.

We may share part of the costs with the person selling you the product to cover the services they provide to you. They will inform you of the amount.

These figures include the maximum distribution fee that the person selling you the product may charge . This person will inform you of the actual distribution 
fee.

We have assumed:
- In the first year you would get back the amount that you invested (0% annual return). For the other holding periods we have assumed the product performs at
3%.
- GBP 10,000/1,000 per year is invested.

 Investment GBP 10,000 If you cash in after 1 year If you cash in after 5 years

Total costs 19.00 GBP 400.00 GBP

Impact on return (RIY) per year 0.19% 0.19%



Composition of costs

The table below shows:
-      The impact each year of the different types of costs on the investment return you might get at the end of the recommended holding period.
-      What the different cost categories mean.

One-off costs upon entry or exit If you exit after 1 
year

Entry costs 0.00% There is no entry fee for this product.
 

0.00 GBP

Exit costs 0.00% There is no exit fee for this product. 0.00 GBP

Ongoing costs taken each year

Management fees and other 
administrative or operating costs

0.19% of the value of your investment per year. 19.42 GBP

Transaction costs 0.00% of the value of your investment per year. This is an estimate of the costs incurred when 
we buy and sell the underlying investments for the product. The actual amount will vary 
depending on how much we buy and sell.

0.00 GBP

Incidental costs taken under specific conditions

Performance fees and carried 
interest

0.00% There is no performance fee for this product. 0.00 GBP

How long should I hold it and can I take my money out early?
An investor can hold their investment for any time period but 5 year(s) is recommended.

 

The above mentioned period has been defined in accordance to the product characteristics.

How can I complain?
If  you are dissatisfied with any part of the service you have received you may contact the Head of Governance - Distribution at the address below. All  
complaints will be dealt with in accordance with our internal complaints handling procedures. A copy of our complaints handling procedure is available on 
request. Our address is: Legal and General Assurance (Pensions Management) Limited, One Coleman Street, London, EC2R 5AA, complaints@lgim.com. If your 
complaint is not resolved to your satisfaction, eligible complainants can refer the matter to the Financial Ombudsman Service, Exchange Tower Harbour 
Exchange Square, London E14 9SR (Tel: 0800 023 4567).

Other relevant information
Further information can be found in the Key Features document  and Description of Funds www.lgim.com/descriptionoffunds. This document should not be 
taken as an invitation to deal in any PMC, LGIM or other Legal & General products/investments or any of the stated stock markets. PMC does not provide 
advice on the suitability of its products or services. During the term of your policy, conflicts of interest may arise between you and another client of ours or 
between you and us, our employees, our associated companies or our representatives. A conflict of interest is where our duties to you as a customer may 
conflict with what is best for us or for another client. To ensure we treat customers consistently and fairly, we have a policy on how to identify and manage 
these conflicts. A copy of this policy is available on request. Tax rules and the treatment of income and capital gains could change in the future and may be 
applied retrospectively. You can find details of our Remuneration Policy at www.lgim.com/remuneration. You can also request a paper copy free of charge. The
Policy  includes  details  of  our  Remuneration  Committee  and  how  remuneration  and  benefits  are  calculated.  Legal  and  General  Assurance  (Pensions  
Management)  Limited.  Registered  in  England and Wales  No.  01006112.  Registered  Office:  One  Coleman Street,  London,  EC2R 5AA.  Authorised  by  the  
Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority, No. 202202. www.lgim.com - +44 (0)
203 124 3277. All calls are recorded. Call charges will vary.


